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The ATA site is still closed due to the pandemic.
Meetings
During the Covid outbreak we are only able to hold meetings online. We use a program called Zoom. To
participate online, please contact Ray and ask him to add you to the Zoom list. He will then email you an
invitation and easy instructions on how to connect to the ATA meeting on Zoom.
General meeting: April 13, 2021 at 7:30 p.m. on Zoom
Board meeting: April 27, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. on Zoom
Recent restoration work
Ron Blizzard has been working to restore to operating condition an Essex road roller (Model 120) that sat
rusting outside. He’s painted it and got it going, but it is not happy to run! Does anyone have any
information on this machine? Our inventory is extremely vague…and we have nothing in our library.
Please let us know if you have any information.

Big news this month
The big news this month is the replacement of the lighting in the back of the Pioneer Museum. From a
dark, dingy place it has been turned into a bright spot where nearly all of the dark spots are well lit.
Here are a couple of “before” and “after” pictures.
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Donations
At our last meeting your Board of Directors discussed plans for the budget for the 2020-2021 year. In
using our 2020 income tax numbers, we realized that our income was around $30,000.
We need $20,000 to cover basic operating costs each year, plus about $10,000 to cover building
maintenance and equipment repair. Our insurance was $6,500 and electricity, telephone and water was
$9,000. So you see how the numbers add up.
We have enough money in reserve to budget $10,000 for tree pruning and $4,000 for replacing lighting in
the Pioneer Building this year.
Because we are all volunteers and we have no paid employees, we do not qualify for most of the grants
available. We were turned down on a request for a grant for roof replacement.
So what do we do for income during this time? Our membership, rentals and storage monies are being
paid, and we are selling scrap and extra items. We plan to open to the public as soon as the Covid ruling
allows.
Did you know that as a non-profit organization (society), we are able to offer a tax receipt for money
donations over $20. So we respectfully ask you to personally consider the idea of donating to the
Atchelitz Threshermen’s Association. All of this would be kept strictly confidential by the Treasurer.
Donna Wurst, Treasurer
Speaking of Fergusons
Here is a photo of ATA member Gordon Bryant at age 10 in 1959 on a 1956(?) Ferguson, with wheels set
wide, cultivating corn on Nevin Road Rosedale Farm. The tractor came with an upgraded bucket seat. It
was made in England and marketed in Canada with a “Twenty-85” decal under the headlights.
See For Sale and Wanted below.
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Our artefacts II: The 1916 FWD
This is a re-write of two articles which appeared in the Flywheel in 2012 and 2015, updated to this year.
In future issues we will be including articles about our major artifacts.
The Four-Wheel Drive Auto Company, better known as Four Wheel Drive, or FWD, was founded in
1909 in Clintonville, Wisconsin, by Otto Zachow and William Besserdich. Zachow was interested in
developing a vehicle which could be driven in mud and loose sand. He designed a mechanism which
would permit the delivery of power to all four wheels of a vehicle and still steer it effectively. By 1908
he had patented his invention. To try it out, they built a steam car. The new mechanism worked very
well, although this was not the first actual four-wheel drive vehicle; Spyker of Holland built one in 1902.
With financial backing, the Badger Four-Wheel Drive Automobile Co. was founded in 1909. By 1911
the Badger name had been dropped. In 1912 FWD produced 6 cars and 5 trucks. By the next year, this
had increased to 5 half-ton and 14 three-ton trucks. Their first two-ton model was tested by the US Army
as a replacement for mules and wagons! During the First World War the demand for trucks grew rapidly.
FWD trucks were sold to Britain and Russia and the US armed forces ordered thousands. By the time the
First World War ended, over 15,000 Model B trucks had been produced for the US and British armies,
making FWD the largest producer of four-wheel drive trucks in the world. These vehicles were powered
by a four-cylinder Wisconsin engine using a three-speed constant-mesh transmission. Front and rear
axles were built by FWD with torque arms taking the propulsion force. Maximum speed was 16 mph for
the 6,400 pound vehicle.
After the war, the US Army was left with around 30,000 trucks, half of which were FWD's. Many were
allocated to state highway departments, and FWD remained in business producing
parts. When demand for new trucks began to grow, a Canadian subsidiary was set up in conjunction with
Dominion Truck of Kitchener, Ont. in 1919 and a British subsidiary was set up in 1921. The company
moved into new products, including highway building and maintenance equipment, earth-moving
machines and fire trucks.
In the Second World War the company thrived once again. In 1958 it was renamed the FWD corporation
By 2009 the company, a subsidiary of the Corsta Corp., designed, manufactured and marketed multi-drive
and heavy-duty vehicles, such as fire trucks, tractor drawn aerials and chassis, and had offices in
Richmond, Va., Ontario and Clintonville, Wis.

1917 FWD
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Our FWD is not actually what we originally thought it was. According to the sign which used to sit in
front of the truck, it was a 1915 army truck which went to Europe with the Canadian forces in the First
World War. Research has indicated that there is a little problem with this. FWD negotiated an agreement
to manufacture the FWD in Canada, and as the grille on the truck indicates this one was built in
Kitchener, Ontario. Manufacture of the truck in Canada began only in 1919! So, unless the grille on the
truck was changed, it is at least a 1919 and never went anywhere near Europe.

ATA’s FWD

The truck was acquired by the ATA in March 1993. It had a rusty added-on framework on the front end,
a lifting base for a winch controlled snow plow. In the summer of 1994, Bud Smith spent many hours
building a true looking-cab on the chassis. (Most of the FWD trucks of this vintage did not have a roof
covering at all.) According to an appraisal of the vehicle in our possession, the "cab is a wooden unit
built to resemble an original C cab that would have been mounted on the truck." The truck was then
painted in a military khaki colour and spent some time at the CFM Chilliwack museum until it was
returned in 1996.
Our vehicle was used by BC Electric as a snow plough, clearing Vancouver street car tracks. It was
eventually sold to Decker's Auto Parts in Burnaby where it spent many years as a yard and special interest
vehicle. In 2006 the truck was donated to the ATA by Mr. Alex Decker.
Our vehicle has a 4-cylinder Wisconsin engine, generating 41 HP, a 3-speed gate shift transmission and 4wheel drive. It has 36" x 6" solid rubber tires. Notes in our files also note that it was used at one point as
a post-hole digger.
The appraisal mentioned above noted that much of the vehicle was in good restorable condition and that
transmission, clutch assembly and driveline are intact and rebuildable. The engine was complete except
that the magneto and carburetor had been removed. Cooling system, exhaust system and front and rear
suspension are complete and in good rebuildable condition. The original cast steering wheel is in good
condition but the steering knob is missing.
Throttle and spark controls were broken and while the foot pedals and control levers were intact, the side
sliding throttle was missing. The front seats consisted of 1x10 planks!

For sale and Wanted
Gordon Bryant is looking for parts for his 1954 Ferguson TE-A20. TO and TE Ferguson models and late
50s to early 60s Massey Ferguson FE-35s have many parts that are compatible. He is especially looking
for a bucket seat and lights and drawbar stays. He is intending to restore this incorrectly painted red
“Fergie” to a badged Canadian model Twenty-85. Parts can be sourced, but Gordon is looking for used
parts. Gordon Bryant 604-824-1971. gordbryant@shaw.ca

Gordon’s red “Fergie”
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******************************************************************************
ATA Directors
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Directors

Ray Ramey
Rick Clements
Donna Wurst
John Black
Fred Giesler
Gordon Jackson
Tom Oostenbrug
Bill Haynes
Ian Bunbury
Jon Nessel

Directors
798-8711
846-6610
309-1559
846-6850
701-5030
858-4080
855-6552
858-9955
852-2342
798-2027

ramey@telus.net
sclemen@gmail.com
donig@shaw.ca
johnwblack@shaw.ca
elainejackson@gmail.com
to6552@telus.net
billhaynes05@gmail.com
ianbunbury@gmail.com
jonal@shaw.ca

******************************************************************************
As noted in previous editions, we have several machines and artifacts for sale on our webpage.
www.atchelitz.ca
Please note that we no longer have the model train layout. And here’s an idea for what to do with your
old railway spikes.
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JESPERSON’S
AUTO REPAIR LTD.
Complete Auto and Fleet Repair
Custom Exhaust . Brakes . RV’s . Trailers

Gerard Arink

Rick Funk

Phone: 604.792.0674 45700 Railway Ave.
Fax:
604.792.9066
Chilliwack, BC
V2P 1L3
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